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HAREL SIGNS GLOBAL AGREEMENT
WITH SWISS RE INSURANCE GIANT

Agreement joins global collaboration agreements between Harel and more than 10 of the
world’s biggest international insurance corporations, including Axa and HDI-Gerling
The Harel Insurance and Finance Group
has signed a global collaboration agreement
with Swiss Re Corporate Solutions. The
agreement joins existing global collaboration
agreements between Harel and more than
10 of the world’s biggest international
insurance corporations, including Axa and
HDI-Gerling.
Harel Insurance and Finance President
Gideon Hamburger: “Harel has wide
experience in global agreements with the
world’s leading insurance companies”.

Hamburger stressed that: “The agreements
with the global insurers prove Harel’s
professionalism and the level of trust
enjoyed by Harel on the part of the insurers
and reinsurers around the world. The Harel
Insurance and Finance Group is very proud
at having been chosen by the Swiss Re
insurance giant. He added that: “Harel’s
agreements with insurance corporations from
around the world enable Harel to respond to
the requirements of global Israeli companies
with branches and plants around the world”.

Harel Insurance and
Finance President
Gideon Hamburger

TRANSPORT MINISTRY TO ALLOW
LOSS ADJUSTERS TO CARRY OUT
MOTOR DAMAGE EVALUATIONS
USING CHEAPER PARTS

 Transport Ministry has cancelled its decision against Loss Adjuster Doron Ad, after him applying
to the courts  Doron Ad carried out damage assessments based on parallel import pricelists
The Transport Ministry has
cancelled the decision of the appeals
committee against Loss Adjuster
Doron Ad, prohibiting the use of
parallel import pricelists for parts
when assessing damage to cars. This,
it would appear, paves the way for
other loss adjusters in the sector to
use the cheaper pricelist.
Amongst its considerations in
cancelling the appeal committee’s
ruling, the Transport Ministry
announced that it will act to amend
the provisions in Loss Adjusters
Circular No. 2, amongst other
things with a view to giving a
response to the complaints against
the appellant on his interpretation of
the term “obtainable spare parts”. The
Transport Ministry representatives
and the manager of the Licensing
and Supervision Division Moshe
Kirmayer notified the Tel Aviv
District Court of its decision, which
approved it.
It will be recalled that Doron Ad
sued Kirmayer and the Transport

with a request to cease
Ministry following a
his practice of using
decision by the appeals
cheaper prices for parts.
committee to prevent him
As part of its decision to
from giving assessments
cancel the committee’s
using cheaper parts. The
decision, the Transport
committee, consisting of
Ministry accepted
three representatives of
Doron Ad’s contentions
government ministries,
and said that the conflict
decided on this after
of interests became
receiving complaints
apparent only with the
about Doron Ad via
approach to the court.
the Israel Consumer
The complaints to the
Council from three loss Loss Adjuster Doron Ad
adjusters and a vehicle owner, who Consumer Council which led to the
did not agree with his assessments setting up of the committee came also
and felt that Doron Ad had caused from the Garages Federation. One
them damage. Ad for his part testified of the Federation’s main accusations
that the Transport Ministry reform was that Doron Ad, in pricing the
allowing parallel import of part was damage, used parts prices appearing
well known, for the precise purpose on e-trading websites such as
Alibaba and EBay. Doron Ad
of reducing repair tariffs.
In his application to the court, denied these accusations, claiming
Doron Ad complained of a conflict that the prices used by him in his
of interests of two of the members of assessments are based on the parts
the appeals committee, since some prices according to parallel import,
of the members of the committee by those who received a license from
had applied to him in the past the state to carry out importation.
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